
       Pre-programmed interference
       avoidance System1

For Ground

For CabinWhen the boom
approaches to the
cabin or ground, it
automatically stops to
prevent accidental
collision and damage.

      Horizontal Vertical Control ,
      Non-Stop Control  System2

HV Control
System

You can move the basket straight in vertical
or horizontal direction with a single lever operation.

Independent
Control System

Three different boom control modes are available
and you can select one.

Non-Stop
Control System

You can continuously lower the boom along the
specified work radius limit.

HV control is highly
efficient work continuously
as it permits the operator
to move the basket
straight in a flat plane with
a single lever operation.

In this control mode, since the boom
lowering function does not stop even
when the platform reaches its
specified work radius limit.
You can continuously lower the boom
along the specified work radius line
of the platform.
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*Specifications are subject to change without notice and
  without obligation on the part of the manufacture.
*This information, while believed to be completely reliable
  is not be taken as warranty for which we assume legal responsibility.

●MODEL　NUMBER　AND　NAME

●BASKET

●BOOM

●ROTATION　DEVICE

●OUTRIGGER

ＭＩＮ
ＭＩＤ１
ＭＩＤ２
ＭＡＸ

Outrigger　Ｓｔｒｏｋｅ
Jack Stroke

●SAFETY　DEVICE

９９５mm

５４５mm

Outrigger　Width
２４００ｍｍ～３０００ｍｍ
３０００ｍｍ～３６５０ｍｍ
３６５０ｍｍ～３７００ｍｍ

１７１０ｍｍ～２４００ｍｍ

●STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Wooden Jack Base、Wheel Chock

Pre-programmed bucket and ground avoidance system

●OTHER　DEVICES

Horizontal and vertical movement control、Error Checker
Non-stop control system、Roofsteps、Level guage

Automatic stowing of the boom、Automatic Accelerator、

Jack-Boom Interlock system

Hydraulic safety device（Relief valve、Pilot check valves
on outrigger cylinders、Holding valves on Elevation and Extension 

cylinders、Basket Leveling system）、Stop Switch、Foot Switch、

Automatic speed control for Boom Elevation and Rotation
AMCS(Aichi Moment Control System)、Handrail、Lever Guard、

D-ring for Safety Belt、Emergency Pump、Bucket Load System

Pre-programmed cabin and toolbox avoidance system

Rotation　Angle ３６０°（Rotation）
Rotation　Speed １．２ｒｐｍ

Boom　Angle －１３°～８０°
Ｅｌevation　Speed ３５ｓｅc

Extensiion　Speed ４５ｓｅｃ
Retraction　Speed ４０ｓｅｃ

Ｌｅｎｇｔｈ ６．１ｍ～１５．３ｍ
Telescopic　Ｓｔｒｏｋｅ ９．２ｍ

Swing　Angle Left９５°～Right１００°

Ｔｙｐｅ 3 stages fully telescopic

Max.Working　Radius １５．０ｍ
Inner　Dimension（Ｌ×Ｗ×Ｈ） １．２m×０．７ｍ×０．９ｍ

Loading　Capacity ２００ｋｇ　（２ｐｅｒｓｏｎｓ）
Max.Basket　Floor　Height １７．１ｍ

Model　Number ＳＫ１７Ａ
Model　Name Ａｅｒｉａｌ　Ｐｌａｔｆｏｒｍ


